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ON THE EAST FLAT LAND WILL BE IRRIGATED

NISSA MAN WILL PLANT
10,000 CHOICE PINE TREES

O.W.R. & N. TO ESTABLISH FEED
YARDS AT ONTARIO

Official Here for that Purpose.--First
Move Toward Establishing
Headquarters Here.

An official of the O. W. R. & N. railroad
company was here a few days ago in
connection with the setting out
of a farm for the purpose of
starting a feed yard at
Ontario, where he
spent a few days
in connection
with the
setting out
of a farm for
the purpose of
starting a
feed yard at
Ontario.

COMMERCIAL CLUB BID RENEGADE FRIDAY NIGHT

At Dreamland Theatre

In Which Leon J. Chapman
Will Take Permanent Part

--- Don't Miss It.

Plenty availing at the Dreamland Theatre

A few weeks ago a popular literary and
musical pro

and he in a well

of a farm for
the purpose of
starting a feed yard at
Ontario.

RAYER HOW SEEDS 200
ACRES TO GRAIN AND ACREFLAT

MANY NEEDED IMPROVEMENTS MADE IN ONTARIO COUNTY

The Ontario county has been

Mayor How has finished planting

years and has

in a well

of a farm for
the purpose of
starting a feed yard at
Ontario.

NEW PLYMOUTH RESIDENT BURIED TO DEATH SATURDAY

Steam Mr. and Mrs.

The new prominence might

of a farm for
the purpose of
starting a feed yard at
Ontario.

CLAY WEAVER DIES IN ARIZONA LAST THURSDAY

Clay Weaver, son of Mr. and Mrs.

He had been in Arizona about

of a farm for
the purpose of
starting a feed yard at
Ontario.

ONE IN EVERY EIGHT IS HURT

Of 15,000,000 Engaged in Hazardous Labor

Every year the United States

every one is engaged in

of a farm for
the purpose of
starting a feed yard at
Ontario.

Wool Clip Will Be Large

The wool market is looking forward

of a farm for
the purpose of
starting a feed yard at
Ontario.

AUCTION SALE OF FINE HOLSTEIN COWS HERE

On Saturday, April 26--All

Thoroughbred Dairy

Stock from Illinois

There will not be an auction sale on Saturday, April 26. The

of a farm for
the purpose of
starting a feed yard at
Ontario.

SUDDEN DRUNK MAN TURNS UP AT LACRANGE

James Powell, who lived on the farm

of a farm for
the purpose of
starting a feed yard at
Ontario.

LOANCORDER PROOFED CLAY IN THIS STATE

From Independence comes the

of a farm for
the purpose of
starting a feed yard at
Ontario.

TO IRIGATE BENCH LANDS FROM STORAGE WATER

Was Carretta in promotion a proposi
tion to water the bench lands west of

of a farm for
the purpose of
starting a feed yard at
Ontario.

MALHEUR CITY HAS NEW PAPER

Malheur City, in the northern part

of a farm for
the purpose of
starting a feed yard at
Ontario.